Molecular Optimization of Multiply-Functionalized Mesoporous Films with Ion Conduction Properties
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ABSTRACT: Sequential processing of multiply functionalized mesoporous films is shown to yield materials that are compositionally and structurally heterogeneous on mesoscopic and molecular length scales, both of which must be controlled to optimize macroscopic ion-conduction properties. Cubic mesoporous silica films prepared from strongly acidic solutions were subsequently functionalized under highly alkaline conditions to incorporate hydrophilic aluminosilica surface moieties, followed by nonaqueous conditions to introduce perfluorosulfonic-acid surface groups. Such sequential combination of individually incompatible steps yielded stable mesoporous films with high surface hydrophilicities and strong acid functionalities that exhibited high proton conductivities (ca. 9 x 10^-7 S/cm) at elevated temperatures (120 °C). Molecular, mesoscopic, and macroscopic properties of the multiply functionalized films were monitored and correlated at each stage of the syntheses by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), elemental analysis, adsorption, and ion conductivity measurements. In particular, variable-temperature solid-state two-dimensional (2D) 27Al{"H}, 29Si{"H}, 27Al{"F}, and 29Si{"F} HETeronuclear chemical-shift CORrelation (HETCOR) NMR spectra reveal separate surface adsorption and grafting sites for the different functional surface species within the mesopore channels. The hydrophilic aluminosilica and acidic fluoro-group loadings and interaction sites are demonstrated to be strongly affected by the different synthesis and functionalization treatments, which must be separately and collectively optimized to maximize the proton conductivities.

INTRODUCTION

Functionalization of porous inorganic solids can be used to produce materials with novel properties that derive from their heterogeneous structures and diverse compositions. Different functionalities can be combined to introduce properties that are additive or have synergistic local effects. In heterogeneous catalysis, this has a long history, as exploited for example in metal/acid,1,2 bimetallic,3–6 or more recently tandem catalyst systems,7,8 which typically have been in the form of powders, for example, zeolite molecular sieves,9 amorphous or crystalline metal oxides,10,11 or mesoporous solids.12–16 Recently, processing opportunities presented by block-copolymer-directed mesostructured solids have led to materials in film, fiber, and monolith morphologies that have been functionalized with multiple species to obtain different property combinations.17–22 In many syntheses, emphases have been placed on so-called ‘one-pot’ protocols in which multiple components, including functional species, are incorporated simultaneously during self-assembly and formation of the inorganic network.23–27 These, however, rely on the collective compatibilities of the various components under the synthesis conditions used, which often limits the extent and diversity of the functionalities that can be introduced.

Organic functionalization of mesoporous inorganic materials in particular has generated considerable attention,23–28,29 due to the attractiveness of combining a wide range of organic compound properties with the robust thermal and mechanical stabilities of high-surface-area inorganic solids. The anchoring of organic moieties to mesoporous inorganic surfaces by covalent bonds has generally followed two protocols, either by co-condensation of the functional species as the inorganic framework cross-links23–27,30–33 or by postsynthetic grafting of the species to accessible pore surfaces after the framework has been formed.23–27,34–36 Siliceous frameworks have been frequently prepared, due to the versatility of silica sol—gel chemistry, the compatibility of soluble precursors with block-copolymer self-assembly agents, and the suitability of condensed networks for postsynthesis grafting or modification. In the case of silica, co-condensation involves the simultaneous cross-linking of hydrolyzed...
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tetraalkoxysilanes \((\text{RO})_4\text{Si}\) with hydrolyzed trialkoxyorganosilanes \((\text{RO})_3\text{SiR}’\), where \(R\) and \(R’\) are organic moieties), which in the presence of a structure-directing surfactant agent yields mesostructured organically modified silica. While co-condensation leads to the incorporation of the functional species in a single process step, removal of the surfactant species is usually required to produce the porosity needed to allow access to the functional sites in the mesopore channels. High concentrations of the precursor species tend to disrupt mesostructural ordering and make it difficult to control particle or other bulk (e.g., film, fiber, or monolith) morphologies. Additional challenges arise as the synthesis mixtures become more complicated, for example, when additional co-solvent or functional species are present, due to often competing or incompatible conditions required for their coassembly.

In contrast, postsynthesis grafting methods are based primarily on the reactions of organosilanes \((\text{RO})_3\text{SiR}’\) or halosilanes (e.g., \(\text{Cl}_3\text{SiR}’\)) with silanol groups on the interior mesopore channels of previously prepared (e.g., self-assembled and then calcined or solvent-extracted) mesoporous silica. This functionalization approach allows for a wide range of organic species to be anchored to silica surfaces without significantly affecting the mesostructural ordering of the silica support. If appropriate silane species are not available, then alternative surface-anchoring chemistries can be used, provided suitable grafting moieties and conditions can be found. In addition, controlling the density and distributions of grafted species is generally challenging. Nevertheless, the versatile processability of mesostructured block-copolymer-directed silica permits facile control over particle, film, fiber, or monolith morphologies and separate incorporation and optimization of multiple functional species, as will be shown below.

Cubic mesostructured aluminosilica with strong acid moieties represents a technologically important example of multiply functionalized inorganic materials that, as films, yield attractive proton-conduction properties at elevated temperatures. Among the challenges to preparing such materials are the incompatibilities of the synthesis conditions required to incorporate the different individual functional components into the mesostructured films. Block-copolymer-directed silica mesophases can be formed from strongly acidic solutions, which allow highly ordered cubic mesostructured silica films to be synthesized. After calcination to remove the block-copolymer species, hydrophilic aluminosilica surface moieties can be introduced to the interior mesopore channels under highly alkaline solution conditions, followed by separate covalent grafting of perfluorinated-sulfonic-acid (PFSA) groups from nonaqueous solvents to introduce ion-conduction properties. This sequential synthesis protocol overcomes several previously severe materials limitations to yield complex materials with robust interconnected channels in films that can sustain proton-conducting properties above 120 °C. Under such conditions, these membranes maintain high proton conductivities that permit operation of hydrogen fuel cells at temperatures where, for example, CO poisoning of the anode catalyst can be mitigated, but membrane dehydration may otherwise be severely limiting.

Crucially, the properties of multiply functionalized mesostructured silica films can be enhanced by understanding and optimizing certain heterogeneities in local material compositions and structures. These include heterogeneities in the types, reactivities, and distributions of surface grafting sites, whose differences allow the introduction, coexistence, and optimization of mixed functionalities that are not generally achievable under a common set of synthesis conditions or have not been demonstrated in polymeric or hybrid membrane materials.

For example, many wholly polymeric materials rely on hydrated ion-conducting channels that tend to close at low humidities or at elevated temperatures as they dehydrate. The blending of zeolite or mesoporous silica powders into such polymeric materials has led to increased overall hydrophilicity, although the stabilities of the ion-conducting channels remain those of the continuous polymer host matrices, which tend still to close at low ambient humidities. A recent report of an inorganic–organic membrane material based on anodized and functionalized porous silicon was shown to have promising hydrophilic and proton-conducting properties at low humidity and ambient temperature conditions.

Here, we show how sequenced-processing strategies can be combined with detailed characterization over multiple length scales, especially at a molecular level, to design and optimize complex multifunctional solids with combinations of properties that have been challenging to obtain in ion-conducting materials. A series of discrete synthesis steps under otherwise mutually incompatible conditions, for example, from acidic, alkaline, and/or nonaqueous solutions, allow different functionalities to be introduced and optimized by using molecular-level understanding obtained from powerful two-dimensional (2D) solid-state correlation NMR techniques. Such methods are sensitive to local interactions among different surface moieties and thus yield detailed insights on the proximities and distributions of the different molecular components. Combined with complementary techniques, such as small-angle X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, elemental analyses, and adsorption and conductivity measurements, the results provide new understanding of coupled and often competitive molecular interactions that can be correlated and controlled to enhance macroscopic proton conductivities and thermal stabilities.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Material syntheses.** Mesostructured block-copolymer/silica films with body-centered-cubic (Im3m space group) structures were synthesized according to a procedure that has been described previously. Typically, a solution containing 8.2 g of tetrablocky organosilane (TEOS) hydrolyzed in 0.007 g of HCl, 3.6 g of water, and 12 g of ethanol was combined with a second solution containing 2.0 g of poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer (EO106PO70EO106, Pluronic F127, BASF) dissolved in 20 g of ethanol. The resulting mixture was stirred for 2 h at room temperature, subsequently poured into a loosely covered polystyrene Petri dish, and allowed to stand at a controlled temperature of 25 °C for 3–5 days. During this time, the ethanol and water co-solvents evaporated and mesostructural ordering of the triblock copolymer and cross-linking of the silica precursor species occurred to yield free-standing transparent cubic mesostructured block-copolymer/silica films that were 100–220 μm thick. The as-synthesized films were calcined to remove the structure-directing triblock copolymer species by heating at 1 °C/min to 550 °C in air and holding at this temperature for 12 h, which resulted in mesoporous silica films with thicknesses of 80–180 μm.

Incorporation of aluminosilica moieties onto the interior of the initially silica mesopore surfaces was achieved by covalently grafting soluble aluminosilica precursor species in alkaline solution (pH = 11). Two grams of the free-standing mesoporous silica films were placed in a polypyrrolene bottle containing 100 mL of 0.025 M solution of hydrolyzed NaAlO₂ and heated at 60 °C under gentle stirring for
Figure 1. Aluminum contents in aluminosilica-grafted cubic mesoporous silica films as functions of reaction time and temperature in alkaline (pH~11) aluminolate solutions.

12 h. Samples with maximum aluminum content were reacted at 60 °C for 18 h; shorter times led to lower extents of aluminosilica incorporation. The aluminosilica-grafted mesoporous films were repeatedly washed with deionized water, followed by soaking in 1.0 M H2SO4 twice to ion-exchange Na+ for H+ ions in the films and rinsing in deionized water, until no further changes in pH were observed. Because of the alkaline conditions of the grafting solution, Si–O–Si bonds undergo partial cleavage, thus, promoting inclusion of hydrolyzed aluminum hydroxide species at the otherwise siliceous mesopore surfaces. For example, Figure 1 shows elemental analysis results for cubic mesoporous silica films exposed to the same alkaline (pH~11) aluminolate solution, as functions of reaction time at 20 or 60 °C. At higher temperatures and longer reaction times, higher aluminosilica grafting densities were achieved, up to 7.8 wt % Al after 18 h at 60 °C, without significant deterioration of the cubic mesostructural ordering of the films. Still higher aluminosilica concentrations can be incorporated at longer reaction times (>18 h) and temperatures above 60 °C, though at the expense of mesostructural ordering, which is accompanied by diminished mechanical and structural integrity of the films.

Perfluorosulfonic-acid (PFSA) species were covalently grafted onto the aluminosilica mesopore surfaces under nonaqueous conditions. Two grams of the ion-exchanged, mesoporous aluminosilica films were reacted with 1.0 g of 1,2,2-trifluoro-2-hydroxy-1-trifluoromethylsulfonyl-acid-beta-sultone (used as-received from Matrix Scientific, Columbia, SC) in 25 mL of dry (<0.005% H2O) toluene at 110 °C for 4 h.69 The perfluorosulfonic-acid-grafted aluminosilica films were subsequently washed with anhydrous toluene and dried at 100 °C in air. Finally, the PFSA-grafted mesoporous aluminosilica films were treated with aqueous triflic acid (CF3SO3H) solutions to fill the remaining mesopore volumes with CF3SO3H species. Identical films were soaked at room temperature for 1 h in solutions containing different concentrations of triflic acid from 0 to 7.0 M (in 0.5 M increments) CF3SO3H (aq) to obtain materials with a range of triflic-acid and water contents to which proton conductivities were correlated. Identical PFSA- and triflic-acid-functionalization procedures were used for the mesoporous silica films that were not grafted first with aluminosilica species.

Characterization. 2D small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) patterns and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were acquired to establish the degree of mesostructural ordering in the films. SAXS patterns were obtained using 1.54 Å Cu Kα radiation generated by a fine-focus (0.2 mm) Rigaku rotating-angle generator and detected on a Bruker HI-STAR multiview area detector. The free-standing silica films were positioned in the sample holder in transmission mode. 1D diffraction patterns were obtained from the 2D scattering data by azimuthal integration. TEM samples were prepared by grinding the free-standing films into powders, forming slurries of the powders in ethanol, and dispersing them onto a holey carbon grid. TEM images were collected on a JEOL 2010 microscope operating at 200 kV.

Elemental analyses were performed to quantify the bulk Si/Al molar ratios in the mesoporous aluminosilicas by using a TJA ICP Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) spectrometer. The thermal stabilities and quantities of the various species within the mesopores of the functionalized perfluorosulfonic-acid-grafted aluminosilica films containing triflic acid were evaluated by thermogravimetric analyses (TGA), in combination with mass spectrometry of the effluent gases. The TGA measurements (to ±1 wt %) were made using a Mettler TGA/SDTA851e ThermoGravimetric Analyzer coupled to a Blazeris ThermoStar mass spectrometer. The functionalized films were heated from 25 to 600 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min under constant nitrogen gas flow of 50 mL/min.

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was used to characterize the local compositional and structural environments of molecular species in the materials, especially those residing along the interior mesopore wall surfaces. NMR measurements were performed on identical functionalized films as those used for the proton conductivity measurements, with the exception that the films were gently ground to produce powders that were amenable for NMR investigation. Solid-state one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) NMR experiments were acquired on a Bruker AVANCE-300 NMR spectrometer, with a wide-bore 7.0 T magnet, operating at 300.08, 282.34, 78.20, and 59.62 MHz, for 1H, 19F, 27Al, and 29Si, respectively. The measurements were performed under conditions of magic-angle spinning (MAS) using a 4 mm Bruker double-resonance broadband MAS probehead with variable temperature capabilities. Use of a high-frequency splitter box permitted high-power proton decoupling during 19F excitation and detection. 2D Heteronuclear chemical-shift CORelation (HETCOR) NMR experiments57,58a allowed dipole–dipole-coupled nuclei to be identified according to their isotropic chemical shifts in 2D frequency maps. This greatly enhances spectral resolution, thereby enabling nearby (ca. 1 nm) molecular species to be established. Solid-state HETCOR NMR measurements were carried out under MAS conditions at 6 kHz and at low temperature (~30 °C) to reduce influences from molecular mobility, which can reduce dipolar coupling strengths. In particular, temperatures ≤−30 °C were required for effective cross-polarization between the aluminosilica and otherwise relatively mobile triflic acid species. For the 2D 29Si{1H} HETCOR spectra, a 4.8 μs 1H 90° pulse, followed by a 2 ms contact time, were used for cross-polarization, and 512 signal acquisitions were collected with a 6 s recycle delay for 96 t1 increments, resulting in a total measurement time of 82 h. For the 2D 27Al{1H} HETCOR spectra, a 4.8 μs 1H 90° pulse, followed by a 1 ms contact time, were used for cross-polarization, and 896 acquisitions were collected with a 2 s recycle delay for 48 t1 increments (24 h duration). In both the 2D 29Si{19F} and 27Al{19F} HETCOR experiments, 5,5 μs 19F 90° pulses were used. For the 2D 29Si{19F} HETCOR measurements, an 8 ms contact time and a 5 s recycle delay were used, and 5120 acquisitions were collected for 32 t1 increments (228 h duration). For the 2D 27Al{19F} HETCOR spectra, 5 ms contact time with a 5 s recycle delay were used, and 2048 acquisitions were collected for 32 t1 increments (91 h duration). Contact times longer than 5 ms could not be used for the 27Al{1H} and 27Al{19F} HETCOR measurements, due to short 27Al T1p relaxation times of several hundred microseconds.57 27Al radio frequency (B0) fields of 17 and 15 kHz were used to establish cross-polarization matching fields during the contact times of the 27Al{1H} and 27Al{19F} HETCOR experiments, respectively. The 1H and 27Al chemical shifts were referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) using tetrais(trimethylsilyl)silane ([CD3]4Si) as a secondary standard (0.25 ppm for the 1H signal of the methylsilyl groups and −9.84 and −135.40 ppm for the trimethylsilyl and silane 29Si signals, respectively).58 The 19F chemical shifts were referenced to CFC3, using polytetrafluoroethylene [(−CF2−CF2−)$_n$] as
Quantitative solid-state $^{27}$Al MAS spectra were acquired with sample spinning rates of 10 kHz and by applying single 30° $^{27}$Al pulses with recycle delays of 7 s. Integration of the resulting $^{27}$Al signals allowed their relative quantification. A dense and known mass of aluminum nitride (AIN, 2 mg) was additionally used as an internal $^{27}$Al spin-counting standard to establish the absolute populations of different aluminosilica species detected. Quantitative $^{27}$Al NMR measurements are challenging, due to the quadrupolar character of $I = \frac{5}{2}$ $^{27}$Al nuclei and interactions between their nuclear quadrupole moments and local electric field gradients. Compared to spin $I = \frac{1}{2}$ nuclei, such as $^1$H, $^19$F, $^{29}$Si, and so forth, under similar conditions of conventional MAS, anisotropic interactions of quadrupolar nuclei, such as $^{27}$Al, are only partially averaged, leading often to significant centerband broadening from anisotropic second-order quadrupolar effects. \(^{29}\) Furthermore, because the electric field gradient in the vicinity of a given $^{27}$Al nucleus increases with decreasing symmetry of the nearby electronic environment, substantial additional broadening of $^{27}$Al signals can result for species in locally distorted sites, such as found in amorphous solids or at solid surfaces. Such spectral broadening may be so severe for quadrupolar nuclei in distorted environments that the signals become broadened into the baseline, resulting in a substantial fraction of the aluminosilica species being unobservable by $^{27}$Al MAS NMR (so-called “NMR-invisible” $^{27}$Al species).\(^{30}\) Quantitative solid-state $^{27}$Al NMR signals were correlated with bulk elemental analyses to evaluate the fractions of NMR-visible and invisible $^{27}$Al species and establish that signals from nearly all $^{27}$Al species present were detected in the materials investigated.

Because both aluminosilica- and PFSA-grafted species compete for covalent attachment to surface silanol sites, their relative surface coverages were expressed and normalized relative to the number of surface silanol groups that were present after calcination of the as-synthesized films and before subsequent functionalization treatments.

The absolute number of such silanol species was determined from quantitative 1D $^{29}$Si MAS NMR spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S1), which yielded signals at $-102$ and $-110$ ppm, corresponding to Q$^2$ silanol moieties and fully condensed Q$^3$ framework silica species, respectively. The relative integrated intensities of these $^{29}$Si MAS signals remained unchanged within $\pm10\%$ following each of the alkaline, nonaqueous, and acid functionalization treatments.

Because both the formation of silanols and the grafting of silane molecules can result in localized structural distortions, the relative intensity of a $^{29}$Si NMR signal from a nonbridging $\equiv Si-OH$ silanol group was expected to improve significantly when the grafting of perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) molecules was complete. The resulting self-assembled PFSA-grafted species were subsequently removed from the mesostructured materials by calcination, leaving behind mesoporous silica films. For the synthesis conditions used here, small-angle X-ray scattering results and transmission electron micrographs (Supporting Information, Figure S2) established that the mesoporous silica films were three-dimensionally ordered with a body-centered-cubic (Im$\bar{3}$m) structure and a d$_{110}$ spacing of 11.7 nm. Analyses of nitrogen adsorption isotherms (Supporting Information, Figure S3) revealed that the films had mesopores with mean diameters of 8.5 nm and surface areas of $\sim350$ m$^2$/g that could be subsequently functionalized.

Hydrophilic moieties were introduced along the interior mesopore surfaces through postsynthetic grafting of aluminosilica species under alkaline (pH~11) solution conditions. The presence of aluminosilica surface sites in the mesopores was expected to improve significantly water retention of the materials at elevated temperatures (100–200 °C). The incorporation of co-condensed aluminosilica species during formation of cubic mesostructured films was not possible under the conditions used and resulted in the precipitation of separate silica and alumina particles and poor film ordering. In contrast, superior control over mesostructural framework order, film quality, and mechanical/hydrothermal stabilities was achieved by postsynthetic grafting of hydrophilic aluminosilica species at desirable mesopore surface locations in cubic mesoporous silica films. Further functionalization of the hydrophilic mesopore surfaces by covalent grafting of perfluorosulfonic-acid species under nonaqueous conditions and subsequent pore-filling with aqueous triflic acid (CF$_3$SO$_3$H) solutions yielded robust films with stable proton conductivity properties at temperatures well above 100 °C. By understanding and controlling the compositions, structures, and surface interactions of molecular species within the mesoporous films, their macroscopic ion-conduction properties can be enhanced.
Table 1. Elemental Analyses and Solid-State Single-Pulse $^{27}$Al MAS NMR Quantification of the Aluminum Contents of Films Following a Sequence of Different Functionalization Treatments for Cubic Mesoporous Silica, Aluminosilica, PFSA-Grafted Aluminosilica, and PFSA-Grafted Aluminosilica Containing 8 wt % CF$_3$SO$_2$H$^{a}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>functionalized cubic mesoporous films</th>
<th>elemental analysis</th>
<th>I-pulse $^{27}$Al MAS NMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Si/Al molar ratio</td>
<td>wt% Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silica</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aluminosilica</td>
<td>15.6 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFSA-aluminosilica</td>
<td>16.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFSA-aluminosilica with 8 wt % CF$_3$SO$_2$H</td>
<td>16.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ All of the films were prepared from the same cubic mesoporous silica film template and exposed to identical aluminosilica- and PFSA-grafting solutions, as appropriate.

Such insights yield key molecular design and processing criteria that allow the incorporation and collective optimization of multiple functional properties, even those that may rely on incompatible synthesis conditions.

**Bulk Aluminosilica Composition.** The extent of incorporation of hydrophilic aluminosilica moieties onto the interior mesopore surfaces depends on temperature, composition (e.g., pH) of the alkaline grafting solution, and the time the solution is allowed to contact the mesoporous silica films. Bulk aluminosilica concentrations in the mesoporous films were determined by elemental analyses after each step of the 'sequential functionalization' protocol. Table 1 shows bulk Si/Al elemental analysis results for a mesostructured silica film, aluminosilica-grafted film, PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film, and PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film containing 8 wt % triflic acid backfilled into the mesopores. Incorporation of aluminosilica into the silica films for 12 h at 60 °C yielded a material with a Si/Al molar ratio of 15.6 ± 0.5 (3.7 wt % Al). During the subsequent grafting of the perfluorosulfonic-acid species, ~8% of the aluminum atoms in the aluminosilica-grafted silica film were lost to the perfluorosulfonic-acid grafting solution, resulting in a somewhat higher Si/Al molar ratio of 16.8 ± 0.4 (3.5 wt % Al) in the functionalized film. Dissolution of the small amount of aluminosilica resulted from cleavage of some Si—O—Al bonds, due to interactions with the perfluorosulfonic-acid species under the relatively high temperature (110 °C) PFSA-grafting conditions used. By comparison, no significant loss of aluminum (Si/Al = 16.9 ± 0.2) was observed during the subsequent backfilling of the mesopores with 4 M triflic acid at room temperature. The resulting functionalized film contained 8 wt % triflic acid within the mesopores.

Quantitative single-pulse $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectra of cubic mesoporous PFSA- and aluminosilica-functionalized films are consistent with the bulk elemental analyses and provide insights into the coordination and relative and absolute concentrations of the different types of aluminosilica moieties in the films. For example, 1D single-pulse $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S4a) of a powder obtained from a aluminosilica-functionalized film containing 3.7 wt % Al (Si/Al = 15.6) shows two $^{27}$Al signals, whose chemical-shifts of 56 and 9 ppm are consistent with four- and six-coordinate aluminosilica species, respectively, the latter of which interacts strongly with adsorbed water, as established by 2D $^{27}$Al{H} HETCOR NMR (Supporting Information, Figure S5). In addition, integration of the peak areas establishes that 92% of the aluminosilica sites are four-coordinated (Table 1). It is noteworthy that, compared to elemental analysis results, over 90% of the total aluminum atoms in the material are accounted for in the single-pulse $^{27}$Al MAS spectrum by using a known mass of AlN as an internal spin-counting standard. Similar quantitative analyses of $^{27}$Al MAS NMR spectra (Supporting Information, Figure S4b,c) for the cubic mesoporous PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film (5 wt % PFSA, 3.5 wt % Al), prior to and after backfilling with triflic acid, establish that the perfluorosulfonic-acid functionalization step converts a substantial additional fraction of the framework aluminosilica species from four-coordinate $^{27}$Al$^{IV}$ to six-coordinate $^{27}$Al$^{VI}$ species, with the latter increasing from 8% to 61% $^{27}$Al$^{VI}$. This trend continues upon incorporation of 8 wt % triflic acid into the mesopores of otherwise identical cubic mesoporous PFSA- and aluminosilica-grafted films, resulting in a dominant $^{27}$Al signal at 3 ppm corresponding to six-coordinate $^{27}$Al$^{VI}$ species (99%), while the signal at 56 ppm associated with four-coordinate $^{27}$Al$^{IV}$ moieties has almost completely disappeared (Table 1). The increase in coordination of the surface aluminosilica moieties is due to strong interactions with adsorbed water and/or triflic acid species, as will be shown and discussed in detail below.

**Molecular Surface Interactions.** The local compositions, structures, and surface interactions of the various molecular species present in PFSA-grafted mesoporous aluminosilica films with triflic-acid-filled pores are central to their macroscopic proton conduction properties. Such molecular-level insights can be established through the use of 2D heteronuclear chemical-shift correlation (HETCOR) NMR measurements that rely on dipolar couplings between $^1$H or $^{19}$F and $^{29}$Si or $^{27}$Al nuclei for site-specific information on where functional species are grafted or adsorbed. In particular, the molecular proximities of proton-or fluoride-containing species (e.g., water, perfluorosulfonic acid, or triflic acid) to specific $^{29}$Si or $^{27}$Al moieties associated with the inorganic framework can be definitively distinguished and subsequently correlated with macroscopic water retention and proton conduction properties of the membrane materials.

Solid-state 2D NMR analyses provide detailed information on local compositions and molecular-level structures in acid-functionalized mesoporous aluminosilica films, particularly with respect to surface grafting and adsorption sites in the mesopore channels. For example, 2D $^{29}$Si{H} HETCOR NMR spectra correlate interactions between dipole—dipole-coupled proton moieties (e.g., adsorbed water and surface hydroxyl groups) and framework $^{29}$Si sites in functionalized mesoporous films. Figure 2a shows a 2D $^{29}$Si{H} HETCOR spectrum acquired at −30 °C for PFSA-grafted (5 wt % PFSA) cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.5 wt % Al) containing 8 wt % triflic acid in the mesopores. Separately acquired quantitative single-pulse $^{29}$Si and $^1$H MAS spectra are plotted along the corresponding axes of the
2D HETCOR contour plot, so that all of the resonances are accounted for, even if they do not contribute intensity correlations in the 2D spectrum. The 1D $^{29}$Si MAS spectrum along the horizontal axis in Figure 2a confirms the presence of two broad overlapping $^{29}$Si signals, whose chemical shifts of $-102$ and $-110$ ppm are consistent with incompletely condensed Q$^3$ and fully cross-linked Q$^3$ $^{29}$Si sites in the silica framework. The peak at $-102$ ppm is expected also to have an additional contribution from fully cross-linked $^{29}$Si sites that have one $^{27}$Al nearest neighbor (bonded via bridging oxygen atoms), denoted as Q$^3(1$ Al) sites. The single-pulse $^1$H MAS spectrum displayed along the vertical axis in Figure 2a shows two broad $^1$H signals, corresponding to surface hydroxyl groups (1.6 ppm, 2 ppm full-width-half-maximum, fwhm) and adsorbed water (4.0 ppm, 3 ppm fwhm). The breadth of the overlapping peaks is due principally to strong homonuclear $^1$H--$^1$H dipolar couplings, which are incompletely averaged under the temperature and MAS conditions used. The 2D $^{29}$Si($^1$H) HETCOR contour plot (Figure 2a) shows strong correlated signal intensity at 1.6 ppm in the $^1$H dimension and $-102$ ppm in the $^{29}$Si dimension, which is ascribed to hydroxyl groups directly bonded to Q$^3$ $^{29}$Si sites. In addition, 2D signal intensity at 4.0 ppm in the $^1$H dimension and $-102$ ppm in the $^{29}$Si dimension can arise from polarization transfer between adsorbed water protons and either hydrogen-bonded Q$^3$ $^{29}$Si silanol species or Q$^3(1$ Al) $^{29}$Si moieties adjacent to neighboring aluminum atoms grafted onto the framework surface.

More importantly, strong interactions exist between $^1$H species associated with adsorbed water and framework $^{27}$Al...
aluminosilica sites. These are established by the 2D $^{27}$Al($^1$H) HETCOR spectrum in Figure 2b for the same PFSA-grafted (5 wt % PFSA) cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.5 wt % Al) material containing 8 wt % triflic acid also acquired at $-30$ °C. A separately acquired single-pulse 1D $^{27}$Al MAS spectrum along with the same $^1$H MAS spectrum as in Figure 2a are displayed along the corresponding axes of the 2D $^{27}$Al($^1$H) HETCOR contour plot in Figure 2b. The single-pulse $^{27}$Al MAS spectrum reveals a sharp intense signal at 3 ppm and only a hint of a very weak signal at 56 ppm, which are attributed to predominant (99%) six-coordinate $^{27}$AlVI and virtually absent (1%) four-coordinate $^{27}$AlIV species, respectively (Table 1, bottom). Notably, the 2D contour plot of the $^{27}$Al($^1$H) HETCOR spectrum contains a dominant 2D intensity correlation at 3 ppm in the $^{27}$Al dimension and 4.0 ppm in the $^1$H dimension. This strong 2D signal intensity originates from strong dipole–dipole couplings between the six-coordinate framework $^{27}$AlVI aluminosilica species and spatially proximate protons of adsorbed water molecules. Figure 2c depicts the strong interactions between hydroxyl groups and adsorbed water with silanol and grafted PFSA and adsorbed trifluoromethanesulfonic-acid moieties, namely, the covalently grafted PFSA moiety, including grafting O and terminal H atoms. Simultaneous grafting of the PFSA moieties and adsorbed water molecules is also evident from the 1D $^{29}$Si and $^{19}$F MAS spectra along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The three $^{19}$F signals at 74 ppm have isotropic chemical shifts and integrated-intensity ratios that are consistent with the relative stoichiometries (1:2:3) of the $-$CF$_3$ $-$, $-$CF$_2$ $-$, and $-$CF$_2$ fluorine moieties, respectively, of grafted trifluoromethanesulfonic acid species. The narrow signal at $-79$ ppm in the $^{19}$F MAS spectrum is from the methyl fluorine atoms of the triflic acid (CF$_3$SO$_3$H) species. An identical single-pulse $^{19}$F MAS spectrum is obtained for the PFSA-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica film material prior to backfilling with triflic acid (Supporting Information, Figure S6), except that, unsurprisingly, the narrow peak at $-79$ ppm is not present. In the 2D $^{29}$Si($^{19}$F) HETCOR spectra of PFSA-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica film materials with (Figure 3a) and without (Supporting Information, Figure S6) triflic acid backfilling the mesopores, correlated 2D signal intensity is observed at $-153$ ppm in the $^{19}$F dimension and $-115$ ppm in the $^{29}$Si dimension, establishing that the perfluorosulfonic-acid species are grafted through their $-$CF$_2$ $-$ groups to the mesopore silica surfaces, consistent with the configuration suggested by Alvaro et al. The covalently grafted PFSA moieties interact strongly with the silica mesochannel surfaces, significantly affecting local $^{29}$Si electronic environments. In particular, the position of the $^{29}$Si signal at $-115$ ppm is noteworthy, as it is shifted to a much lower frequency than typically observed for Q$^3$ $^{29}$Si sites (ca. $-102$ ppm) to which the $-$CF$_2$ $-$ perfluorosulfonic-acid moieties are expected to be grafted. In fact, the signal is displaced to lower frequency than even fully condensed Q$^4$ $^{29}$Si species, which usually appear near $-110$ ppm. The nature of these interactions between the $^{29}$Si grafting sites and PFSA moieties is elucidated by density functional theory (DFT) calculations, which allow the $^{29}$Si isotropic chemical shifts of different $^{29}$Si $-$O$-$CF$_2$ $-$ moieties to be calculated for atom-cluster models. An example of one such cluster (I) is shown in Figure 4, which depicts a surface silicon atom Si(1) as an initially ungrafted Q$^3$ $^{29}$Si silanol site in the silica network, along with first- (including one Q$^3$ and two Q$^4$ $^{29}$Si atoms) and second- (H-terminated) nearest-neighbor Si atoms that are four-coordinated to bridging oxygen atoms. The effect of covalently grafting perfluorosulfonic acid species at Q$^3$ silica sites can be modeled by replacing the silanol group initially present in cluster I by $-$OCF$_3$CF(CF$_3$)(SO$_3$H) (i.e., $-$PFSA$-$H$^+$) in various initial conformations. Partial optimization of the grafted PFSA moieties, including O atoms at the grafting site and the terminal H atoms of the silica cluster, with other O and Si atomic positions frozen, led to clusters II and III (Figure 4). Subsequent DFT calculations for clusters II and III yielded values for the respective $^{29}$Si isotropic chemical shifts that are associated with the local environments of the Si grafting site and Si nearest neighbors in each of the different clusters. As shown in Table 2, the calculations predict isotropic $^{29}$Si chemical shift values of between $-110$ and $-114$ ppm for the grafting site Si(1), reflecting displacements of $-8$ to $-12$ ppm to lower frequencies, depending upon the conformation of the grafted PFSA moiety. Such displacements are attributed to through-bond interactions of the $-$CF$_2$ $-$ moiety that increase electron density at the Q$^3$ $^{29}$Si grafting site. These results are in good agreement with the appearance of the $^{29}$Si signal at $-115$ ppm, which is strongly correlated in the 2D $^{29}$Si($^{19}$F) HETCOR spectrum (Figure 3a) with the $^{19}$F signal at $-153$ ppm from the PFSA $-$CF$_2$ $-$ moieties. Consequently, this $^{29}$Si signal can be confidently assigned to Q$^3$(1 CF$_3$) $^{29}$Si moieties that are displaced
Table 2. Calculated Isotropic $^{29}$Si NMR Chemical Shifts for Different $[\text{Si}_{10}\text{O}_{13}\text{H}_{22}]$Si–O–X Clusters, with X = H or –PFSA–H in Different Conformations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cluster</th>
<th>cluster composition</th>
<th>$^{29}$Si isotropic chemical shift (ppm)$^a$</th>
<th>signal displacement relative to I (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Si(1) (Q$^2$)</td>
<td>Si(2) (Q$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>$[\text{Si}<em>{10}\text{O}</em>{13}\text{H}_{22}]$Si–OH</td>
<td>$-102$</td>
<td>$-105$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>$[\text{Si}<em>{10}\text{O}</em>{13}\text{H}_{22}]$Si–O–PFSA–H</td>
<td>$-114$</td>
<td>$-105$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>$[\text{Si}<em>{10}\text{O}</em>{13}\text{H}_{22}]$Si–O–PFSA–H</td>
<td>$-110$</td>
<td>$-105$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average of I and III</td>
<td>$-112$</td>
<td>$-105$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ $^{29}$Si chemical shifts are given relative to TMS using the chemical shift calculation conducted on cluster I (Fig. 4) as a secondary reference. The DFT calculations yield shielding values $\sigma_{\text{calc}}$ that are converted to chemical shifts $\delta_{\text{calc}}$ using the expression $\delta_{\text{calc}} = \delta_{\text{ref}} - \sigma_{\text{calc}} + \delta_{\text{ref}}$ where $\delta_{\text{ref}}$ is the average of the four shielding values for each Si site in cluster I (two Q$^2$ and Q$^3$ moieties), and $\delta_{\text{ref}} = -106$ ppm is the average of the experimental shifts for two Q$^4$ moieties ($-102$ ppm) and two Q$^5$ moieties ($-110$ ppm).
humidity. Similarly, high loadings of grafted proton-conducting PFSA species are achievable with high surface silanol concentrations and low aluminosilica coverages, although this leads to significantly lower material hydrophilicity, lower water retention, and thus also relatively low proton conductivities at elevated temperatures or low humidities. Consequently, it is necessary to optimize the mesopore surface compositions to allow for a high concentration of grafted perfluorosulfonic-acid species, while maintaining highly hydrophilic aluminosilica surface environments within the mesopore channels.

Using the insights provided by 2D NMR, we hypothesized that proton conductivities could be enhanced at elevated temperatures and/or lower humidities by balancing the aluminosilica and PFSA contents of the materials. This was tested by synthesizing otherwise identical cubic mesoporous films under identical conditions, except for altering the aluminosilica and PFSA loadings of the materials (initially, in the absence of additional triflic acid in the mesopores, which will be discussed below). Specifically, film materials with a range of aluminosilica surface coverages were examined: calcined cubic mesoporous silica (0 wt % Al) and cubic mesoporous aluminosilica with 3.5 or 7.8 wt % Al, corresponding to ca. 35% or 85% silanol coverages, respectively (see Materials and Methods). Each of these films was subsequently grafted with PFSA surface moieties under identical conditions to obtain loadings of 8, 5, or 1 wt % PFSA, corresponding to silanol coverages of approximately 90%, 55%, and 10%, respectively. As discussed above (Figure 1), silanol coverages by aluminosilica species above 85% are possible and higher aluminosilica concentrations achievable, though with degradation of mesostructural ordering in the film. Additionally, the alkaline-soluble alumina species compete with nonaqueous-soluble PFSA species for surface silanol groups in the sequential grafting treatments. Consequently, increased aluminosilica surface densities can be achieved in the mesopore channels, though at the expense of reducing the perfluorosulfonic-acid surface concentrations. Thus, the two must be optimized together to maximize the proton conductivity properties of the functionalized film materials at elevated temperatures or low humidities.

For example, Figure 5a shows plots of proton conductivity, measured as functions of temperature at 50% relative humidity, for three otherwise identical cubic mesoporous silica films that were functionalized with different aluminosilica and perfluorinated-sulfonic-acid surface-grafting densities. If no hydrophilic surface aluminosilica species are incorporated (0 wt % Al), a maximum amount of PFSA species (8 wt %) can be grafted onto the silica mesopore surfaces, leading to maximum proton conductivities (Figure 5a, blue triangles) of ca. 5.7 \times 10^{-3} S/cm at 40 °C. Above this temperature, the conductivity values diminish rapidly, consistent with the low water retention of the nonaluminosilica-containing materials that leads to low proton mobilities. In the other limit, for a maximum amount of hydrophilic aluminosilica (7.8 wt % Al) species incorporated onto the mesopore surfaces and the remaining silanol groups grafted with PFSA (1 wt %), a maximum proton conductivity of approximately 4.5 \times 10^{-3} S/cm was measured at 60 °C (Figure 5a, red diamonds). This lower value reflects the lower concentration of proton-conducting moieties present, as a result of competitive consumption of surface silanol species by the aluminosilica grafting moieties. At higher temperatures, significantly lower conductivities are also observed, with both PFSA-only grafted (8 wt % PFSA) silica and high aluminosilica (7.8 wt % Al, 1 wt % PFSA) cubic mesoporous films displaying comparable conductivity values between 60 and 140 °C. For functionalized cubic mesoporous films containing aluminosilica and PFSA loadings between these two limits, proton conductivities were measured and could be enhanced at intermediate levels of the two functional components.

By balancing the need for both high hydrophilicity and strong acidity, aluminosilica and perfluorosulfonic-acid surface-grafting densities were co-optimized in multifunctionalized films, according to their temperature- and humidity-dependent proton-conduction properties. Specifically, a cubic mesoporous film with aluminosilica and PFSA contents of 3.5 wt % Al and 5 wt % PFSA (corresponding to ca. 35% and 55% silanol coverages, respectively) yielded the highest proton conductivity values at all of the temperatures and humidities examined (Figure 5a, black squares).
Maximum conductivity values of ca. $7.7 \times 10^{-3}$ S/cm were measured over the range 100–120 °C and persisted above $6.0 \times 10^{-3}$ S/cm up to approximately 140 °C. Optimization of the bulk proton conductivities of the functionalized films to this extent was directly enabled by understanding the competitive molecular interactions at the various hydrophilic- and acidic-grafting sites within the mesopore channels and at their heterogeneous interfaces.

Proton conductivities of the acid-functionalized cubic mesoporous aluminosilica films are functions of temperature and relative humidity, as well as the concentration of perfluorosulfonic-acid species within the mesopore channels. While covalently grafted perfluorosulfonic-acid moieties allow for proton transport along the mesopore surfaces, additional ion conduction capacity through the membranes can be obtained by increasing the concentration of perfluorosulfonic-acid moieties in the films by incorporating triflic acid (CF$_3$SO$_3$H) or other proton conducting species into the remaining mesopore volumes. This can be achieved by contacting the mesoporous films (silica, aluminosilica, and/or PFSA-grafted) with an aqueous solution of triflic acid, the concentration of which can be increased to increase the CF$_3$SO$_3$H-loading in the mesopores. While one might think that proton conductivity could be maximized by incorporating the highest concentrations of acid into the mesopores, this turns out not to be the case. Rather, intermediate pore-volume concentrations of triflic acid were found to yield higher proton conductivities in PFSA-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica films, reflecting an additional and important underlying optimization criterion to the competitive silanol grafting constraints discussed above.

Similar to the approach above, the influence of mesopore-filling acid species (e.g., triflic acid) on the proton conductivity properties of otherwise identical perfluorosulfonic-acid- and aluminosilica-grafted mesoporous silica films was optimized in accordance with the molecular insights provided by solid-state 2D NMR (Figures 2 and 3). In Figure 5b, proton conductivity at 20 °C is plotted as a function of mesopore-filling triflic acid concentrations in 5 wt % PFSA and 3.5 wt % Al aluminosilica-grafted cubic mesoporous silica films. Functionalized films soaked in 0, 2, 4, or 6 M aqueous triflic acid solutions were measured to contain 0, 4, 8, and 11 wt % triflic acid, respectively, in the mesopores after air-drying. At low triflic acid concentrations, low conductivity values result at 20 °C (e.g., $9.7 \times 10^{-3}$ S/cm for 4 wt % CF$_3$SO$_3$H obtained using 2 M triflic acid), due to inherently low acidic proton concentrations in the mesochannels. As the concentration of triflic acid in the mesopores is increased (by contact with more concentrated CF$_3$SO$_3$H solutions), the proton conductivity increased to a maximum value of $1.5 \times 10^{-2}$ S/cm for 8 wt % triflic acid (4 M CF$_3$SO$_3$H). At still higher concentrations of triflic acid, however, significantly lower proton conductivities were observed. Importantly, these measurements are additionally correlated with the concentration of coexisting water in the mesopores, which fills the remaining free mesopore volume and which decreased steadily at higher triflic acid loadings. (Unlike many polymeric membrane materials, the mesoporous aluminosilica films do not swell.) Separate TGA/mass spectrometry measurements establish that, at 20 °C, identical films with 4, 8, and 11 wt % CF$_3$SO$_3$H in the mesopores possess water loadings of 2S, 22, and 18 wt % H$_2$O, respectively. These results are consistent with initially higher concentrations of triflic acid providing correspondingly greater numbers of acidic protons in the mesoscale channels, with the balance of the mesopore volume occupied by water that facilitates mobility of the H$^+$ cations. As the concentration of triflic acid is increased, and along with it the concentration of acidic protons, the amount of residual mesopore volume available to water diminishes, eventually to a point (>8 wt %) where proton mobility and thus proton conductivity also begin to diminish. Similar results are obtained at elevated temperatures (up to 140 °C) (Supporting Information Figure S7). Thus, the existence of optimal concentrations of functional species in the mesoporous films for which maximum proton conductivity is observed is likely a consequence of the competing effects of higher densities of strong acid sites in the mesopore channels being offset by reduced local hydration of the triflic acid species and resulting diminished proton mobilities.

For comparison, proton conductivity values as functions of relative humidity (R.H.) at 80 and 120 °C under otherwise identical measurement conditions are shown in Figure 6 for the collectively optimized PFSA-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.5 wt % Al, 5 wt % PFSA) film containing 8 wt % triflic acid and a commercial perfluorinated-sulfonic-acid polymer (Nafion 117) film. At 80 °C and high relative humidities, Nafion 117 membranes typically manifest near-maximum proton conductivity performance. Under these conditions, as shown in Figure 6a, the functionalized mesostructured film exhibits proton conductivities comparable to, but modestly lower than Nafion 117. The H$^+$ conductivities of both materials are diminished at lower humidity levels, where dehydration effects are exacerbated. However, the proton conductivity of the optimized mesostructured film is more stable, showing less change across a broad humidity range and being higher at low humidity levels. As the relative humidity is decreased, the proton conductivity of
Naion 117 rapidly diminishes to values of $\sim 2 \times 10^{-3}$ S/cm at 20% R.H. In contrast, the optimized PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film containing 8 wt % triflic acid in the mesopores exhibits relatively moderate decreases in proton conductivity values ($3 \times 10^{-3}$ S/cm at 20% R.H.). Compared to Naion 117 at 80 °C, the functionalized mesostructured film exhibits higher proton conductivities, at relative humidities below 40%.

At higher temperatures, for example, 120 °C (Figure 6b), both Naion and the optimized cubic mesoporous PFSA-aluminosilica materials show enhanced proton conductivities compared to their properties at 80 °C, though the latter significantly more so. For Naion 117, the increased intrinsic mobility of protons at the higher temperature is offset by channel closure to increasing extents, due to membrane dehydration at higher temperatures or lower humidities. In contrast, the connectivities and dimensions of the aluminosilica mesochannels are independent of temperature or relative humidity for the range of conditions examined and thus remain open and robust. As a result, at 120 °C, the optimized mesostructured film shows higher conductivities than Naion 117 over the entire range of humidity conditions investigated, from 20 to 90%.

The different temperature-dependences associated with proton transport in the multiply functionalized and Naion membranes can be quantified by evaluating and comparing the apparent activation energies that characterize their ion-conduction kinetics. Such activation energies include contributions from intrinsic barriers to proton hopping and include effects associated with solvent species, counter-ions, and surfaces, along with channel constrictions in the case of Naion. The apparent activation energies ($E_a$) of the cubic mesoporous PFSA-aluminosilica functionalized membranes with and without triflic acid and Naion 117 were determined by measuring their proton conductivities ($\sigma$) as functions of temperature and humidity and fitting the results to a linearized form of the Arrhenius equation $\sigma = \sigma_0 \exp(-E_a/RT)$ (Supporting Information, Figure S8). The resulting fits were linear for the different materials over the temperature range of 80–120 °C at 100% and 50% relative humidities. Accordingly, the apparent activation energy associated with proton conduction of Naion 117 at 100% relative humidity was found to be 11 kJ/mol, which is in good agreement with literature values that range from 10 to 15 kJ/mol. At a reduced relative humidity (50%), lower values were obtained for both the proton conductivity (Figure 6) and the apparent activation energy (8.1 kJ/mol). Under such conditions, higher activation energies might be anticipated, which would indicate more strongly associated H⁺ cations at the sulfonic acid moieties as the water content diminishes. However, thermally induced or hydration-dependent structural changes, for example, crystallization of the polymer backbone or closure of the ion-conducting channels can occur, resulting in reduced proton conductivities of wholly polymeric membrane materials at elevated temperatures and reduced humidities. Consequently, decreased overall mobilities and/or continuities of the ion-conducting moieties eventually offset otherwise enhanced intrinsic ion-exchange kinetics at elevated temperatures.

By comparison, the apparent activation energy for proton transport in a PFSA-functionalized cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (5 wt % PFSA, 3.5 wt % Al, no triflic acid) membrane at 50% relative humidity was measured to be 5.3 kJ/mol, which is lower than that of Naion 117. This is consistent with the higher water retention and robustness of the aluminosilica mesochannels in the multiply functionalized membranes, which result in greater extents of H⁺ dissociation from the sulfonic acid groups, as well as increased ion transport, at similar humidities (and higher temperatures). The presence of triflic acid in the mesopores increases the density of acid centers and can promote proton transport, provided that sufficient water remains present. For an otherwise identical cubic mesoporous PFSA- and aluminosilica-functionalized membrane containing 8 wt % triflic acid, a significantly higher activation energy of 22 kJ/mol is measured for proton conduction at 50% R.H. Such a high value is nevertheless nearly identical to the apparent activation energy calculated for proton transport in bulk aqueous solutions of hydrated triflic acid. This suggests that the higher apparent activation energy measured for proton transport in the multiply functionalized triflic-acid-PFSA-aluminosilica membranes is due principally to viscosity effects, which are strongly temperature dependent ($E_a = 26$ kJ/mol), in the nonswellable mesochannels of the hybrid material.

Finally, molecular interactions between adsorbed or grafted species and the heterogeneous framework affect not only the proton conductivity properties of the membranes, but also the thermal stabilities of the functional groups. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) conducted on the collectively optimized 5 wt % perfluorosulfonic-acid-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.5 wt % Al) films containing 8 wt % CF₃SO₃H establish the relative and absolute thermal stabilities of adsorbed water and the acid functional species within the mesopores. Mass spectrometry measurements were conducted simultaneously on the effluent gases from the materials as they were heated to identify the chemical species responsible for specific mass losses (Supporting Information, Figure S9). The TGA results in Figure 7 show an initial 2.3% mass loss between room temperature and 220 °C, which is attributed to adsorbed water within the mesopores. This establishes the significantly higher water retention of the multi-functionalized films, compared to Naion. The water retention of the film also can be represented by the mean number of water molecules per sulfonic acid group, denoted as $\lambda$, and for which the multifunctionalized mesostructured film is estimated from the TGA data to have a high value of 17 at 25 °C. Furthermore, relatively high water retention is maintained at elevated temperatures, as manifested by $\lambda$ values of 15, 12, and 8 H₂O/−SO₃H at 80, 100, and 120 °C, respectively, which are comparable to fully hydrated Naion 117 ($\lambda$∼14, 100% R.H.) at room temperatur...
temperature. These bulk quantitative results are consistent with the molecular 2D $^{27}$Al$^{[1]H}$ HETCOR analyses (Figure 2), which showed a significant fraction of such water to be strongly bound at six-coordinate $^{27}$Al aluminosilica sites in the framework. The next 8% mass loss that is observed (Figure 7) between 225 and 325 °C results from the depletion of trillic acid species that, despite their high mobility, nevertheless are strongly interacting and retained in the mesopores at these relatively high temperatures. Interestingly, the combined TGA/mass spectrometry measurements (Supporting Information, Figure S9) indicate that the low-molecular-mass CF$_3$SO$_3$H species decompose as they desorb from the mesopores, rather than doing so intact. Samples with differences in trillic acid concentration backfilling the mesopores lead to expected differences in mass losses over the temperature range 225–325 °C. Above 330 °C, mass loss (ca. 3%) is due to decomposition of covalently grafted perflurosulfonic acid species, with no further mass reduction detected above 600 °C. These macroscopic conductivity and thermal stability results are correlated and consistent with the collective molecular-level optimizations and 2D NMR characterization of functional group compositions and structures in the heterogenous mesoporous aluminosilica films.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Establishing the compositions, structures, distributions, and interfacial interactions of molecular species within multiply functionalized mesoporous materials permits substantial control over their macroscopic properties, specifically with respect to temperature- and humidity-dependent protonic conductivities of functionalized films. Furthermore, such insights yield important molecular design and synthesis criteria that allow the incorporation and collective optimization of several coupled properties, even those that may rely on individually incompatible functionalization conditions. The use of a sequential synthesis protocol overcomes previously severe limitations to the incorporation of technologically promising combinations of functional properties, which have previously not been possible to introduce together in a single set of synthesis-processing conditions.

The large number of synthesis, composition, and structural variables and even larger number of possible combinations can be narrowed significantly by applying powerful methods of 2D NMR. 2D heteronuclear chemical-shift correlation NMR spectroscopy establishes selective and competitive molecular interactions in acid-functionalized mesoporous aluminosilica proton-exchange membrane materials. 2D $^{27}$Al$^{[19F]}$, $^{29}$Si$^{[19F]}$, $^{27}$Al$^{[1]H}$, and $^{29}$Si$^{[1]H}$ HETCOR results show unambiguously that perflurosulfonic acid species are covalently grafted to the mesopore surfaces preferentially through silica sites and that pore-filling water and trillic acid species adsorb at $^{27}$Al aluminosilica framework sites on the mesopore surfaces. These results in combination with complementary quantitative single-pulse NMR, small-angle X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, thermogravimetric, adsorption, and elemental analyses provide a thorough understanding of the molecular and mesoscopic compositions and structures of the multiply functionalized materials and how they are correlated with bulk material properties, such as proton conductivity and thermal stability. The insights provided by these results have enabled optimized compositions, surface structures, mesopore connectivities, and stabilities to be established in novel inorganic—organic hybrid membranes that exhibit promising proton conduction properties, compared to wholly polymeric analogues. Additional device-related properties to be considered include the mechanical toughness of the materials and electro-osmotic transport of anions, water, or gas species during operation of resulting membrane-electrode assemblies. Improvements or optimization of these properties are addressable by using similar multistep functionalization protocols that are analogous to that described here and which are currently underway in our laboratory. The overall functionalization approach and understanding are general and expected to allow for similar optimizations of material compositions and film/membrane performances in a variety of applications, particularly in fuel cells and batteries for which multifunctional materials may present significant new property advantages and device opportunities.
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Supporting Information. Detailed mesostructural characterization results from TEM, small-angle X-ray diffraction, and nitrogen sorption are provided for a perflurosulfonic-acid-grafted mesoporous aluminosilica membrane prior to backfilling of the mesopores with trillic acid. In addition, a 2D $^{29}$Si$^{[19F]}$ HETCOR NMR spectrum is shown for a powder prepared from the perflurosulfonic-acid-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica film material prior to backfilling of the mesopores with trillic acid, showing unambiguous evidence for acid grafting to the aluminosilica surface through $^{19}$F—$^{29}$Si heteronuclear dipole—dipole couplings. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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species afterward is not expected to involve significant dissolution and redeposition of aluminosilica moieties under the conditions used.


(74) The broad weak intensity in the region 0 to −40 ppm in the 1D $^{27}$Al MAS spectrum of Figure 2b could be due to a distribution of the principal component $V_{zz}$ of the $^{27}$Al electric-field-gradient tensor or to a separate broad signal. Czjzek-type analyses of $^{27}$Al signals in disordered solids yield skewed low-frequency intensity consistent with a distribution of $V_{zz}$ values, although the measured $^{27}$Al intensity distribution differs from several Czjzek-type lineshapes that have been reported.75,76 The 2D $^{27}$Al[1H] HETCOR spectrum (Figure 2b) shows that the low-frequency $^{27}$Al intensity is correlated to a distribution of 1H signals associated with adsorbed water molecules.

(75) de Lacaillerie, J. B. D.; Fretigny, C.; Massiot, D. J. Magn. Reson. 2008, 192, 244.


(78) Simpler grafted moieties, such as $-\text{OCF}_2\text{CH}_3$, with fewer degrees of freedom were additionally considered and yielded similar results.


(81) Casciola, M.; Alberti, G.; Sganappa, M.; Narducci, R. J. Power Sources 2000, 192, 244.


(86) Alberti, G.; Casciola, M; Massinelli, L; Bauer, B. J. Membr. Sci. 2001, 185, 73.

(87) Apparent activation energies associated with proton transport and viscosity effects in bulk aqueous solutions of trifluoromethanesulfonic acid ($\lambda = 1$) were estimated from temperature-dependent proton conductivity data,88 using a linearized Arrhenius equation.
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Supplemental Figure S1. Quantitative single-pulse $^{29}$Si MAS NMR spectra acquired for a cubic mesoporous silica film, following surface-grafting of the same mesoporous silica film with aluminosilica (3.5 wt% Al), and following additional surface-grafting with perfluorinated sulfonic acid species (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al). All spectra were quantified using 2 mg tetrakis(trimethyl)silane (TKS) as an internal spin-counting standard.
Supplemental Figure S2. (a) Transmission electron microscopy image and (b) small-angle X-ray scattering pattern for perfluorosulfonic-acid-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al) film. The diffraction pattern is indexed to the body-centered-cubic ($Im\bar{3}m$) structure. The 1D plot is the azimuthal integral of a 2D scattering pattern obtained by transmission-mode XRD with the beam oriented perpendicular to the plane of the films.
Supplemental Figure S3. (a) Nitrogen adsorption [■] - desorption [○] isotherms acquired at 77 K and (b) mesopore-size-distribution plot obtained from a Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) analysis of the adsorption isotherm branch for the perfluorosulfonic-acid-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al) film material with body-centered-cubic (Im3̅) ordering (no triflic acid).
Supplemental Figure S4. Solid-state 1D single-pulse $^{27}\text{Al}$ MAS NMR spectra of (a) cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.7 wt% Al), (b) cubic mesoporous PFSA-grafted aluminosilica (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al), and (c) cubic PFSA-grafted mesoporous aluminosilica (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al) containing 8 wt% CF$_3$SO$_3$H acid backfilled into the mesopores. The relative integrated signal intensities in the spectra correspond to the relative populations of the different four- and six-coordinate $^{27}\text{Al}$ species shown in Table 1. Absolute quantification of the signals was achieved by comparison with the integrated $^{27}\text{Al}$ intensity at 113 ppm from a 2-mg piece of $^{27}\text{AlN}$ used as a secondary spin-counting standard (spectra not shown here).
Supplemental Figure S5. Solid-state 2D $^{27}\text{Al}\{^{1}\text{H}\}$ HETCOR spectrum at room temperature for the cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.7 wt% Al) without grafted PFSA or adsorbed triflic acid (same sample as Fig. S4a). Separate 1D single-pulse $^{27}\text{Al}$ and $^{1}\text{H}$ MAS spectra are plotted along their corresponding axes.
**Supplemental Figure S6.** Solid-state 2D $^{29}\text{Si}\{^{19}\text{F}\}$ HETCOR spectrum acquired at room temperature for the cubic mesoporous perfluorosulfonic-acid-grafted aluminosilica (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al) prior to backfilling of the mesopores with triflic acid. Separate 1D single-pulse $^{29}\text{Si}$ and $^{19}\text{F}$ MAS spectra are plotted along their corresponding axes. The 2D HETCOR contour plot shows correlated signal intensity between the $-\text{CF}_2-$ $^{19}\text{F}$ atoms of the grafted PFSA and surface $Q^3$ $^{29}\text{Si}$ moieties near the silica grafting site (see text).
Supplemental Figure S7. Proton conductivity as a function of temperature at 50% RH for otherwise identical 65-µm-thick 5 wt% PFSA- and 3.5 wt% Al aluminosilica-grafted cubic mesoporous silica films containing different amounts of mesopore-filling triflic acid: [●] 0 wt%, [▲] 4 wt%, [●] 8 wt%, and [▼] 11 wt% CF₃SO₃H acid. The conductivity of cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (3.7 wt% Al) without co-grafted-PFSA or triflic acid species is shown for comparison [○]. The effects of the different aluminosilica, perfluorosulfonic acid, and triflic acid optimization criteria identified and discussed in the text can be clearly seen, where the macroscopic proton conductivities of differently functionalized films are plotted as functions of temperature. A cubic mesoporous silica film grafted with aluminosilica (3.7 wt% Al) and no perfluorosulfonic acid species (grey) displays negligible proton conductivity. By comparison, a
PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al) with no triflic acid back-filling the mesopores (yellow) exhibits stable proton conductivity values of 6–8×10⁻³ S/cm between 20–180 °C. The introduction of 4 wt% triflic acid into the mesopores of an otherwise identical PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film (blue) increases the total acid concentration, leading to two-fold higher proton conductivity in this film, with a maximum value of 1.3×10⁻² S/cm at 80-100 °C. This trend of increased triflic acid concentrations in the mesopores leading to higher proton conductivities in otherwise identical PFSA-functionalized cubic mesoporous aluminosilica films continues up to triflic acid loadings of 8 wt% (red). Over the temperature range 20-140 °C, high and stable proton conductivity values (up to 1.8×10⁻² S/cm) were measured for a PFSA-grafted aluminosilica film containing 8 wt% triflic acid filling the mesopores. At still higher triflic acid loadings (e.g., 11 wt%), lower proton conductivities resulted (green).
Supplemental Figure S8. Arrhenius plots of proton conductivities for (a) Nafion™ 117 at 100% [■] and 50% relative humidity (R.H.) [□] and (b) PFSA-aluminosilica functionalized membranes without [○] and with 8 wt% triflic acid [▲] at 50% R.H. The apparent activation energy ($E_a$) values shown are extracted from the slopes of the respective plots and pre-exponential factors from the $y$-intercepts. The conductivity values shown are consistent with those in Figure 6 of the manuscript.
Supplemental Figure S9. Mass spectrometry measurements conducted simultaneously on the effluent gases from PFSA-grafted cubic mesoporous aluminosilica (5 wt% PFSA, 3.5 wt% Al) film containing 8 wt% triflic acid in the mesopores, as it was heated during thermogravimetric analysis. The ion currents measured are selective to species with specific molecular masses, such as (a) H$_2$O, (b) CF$_2$, (c) SO$_2$, and (d) CF$_3$SO$_3$H.
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